Aﬃliate Software Solutions
Setup Euraﬀ and explore all advanced aﬃliate marketing tools; linking tools - direct links, datafeeds,
widgets, coupon codes, tell-a-friend and more. Setup aﬃliate wise, group wise and performance based
incremental reward plans. Price starts only at $145.
You have a plenty of options. Since we are the developer of the software we can provide you a low
cost high (only possible as we work from India) dedicated or part dedicated services custom aﬃliate
solutions services for your exact business requirement. We provide hosted solutions on our service on
a dedicated account/server.

Salient Features
Multiple domain solutions along with option to make an in-house network
All advanced linking solutions (direct links, coupon codes, datafeeds etc)
Amazon like product gallery widgets
Diﬀerential and incremental reward plans
Tracking solutions for every lead and sale
Helpdesk and other communication tools Integration and theme customization
Pipeline mailing Solutions - you can setup automated follow up emails against every lead and
sale along with stop trigger
Revenue sharing with suppliers and business partners
Lifetime licence, free setup and free general support

Cost and Timeline
We can an aﬃliate system for you in $300 only. And it will be a dedicated solution for your business.
You will have your own database, your own system and your own domain. Cost and time is likely to
be higher if you come with a lot of custom requirements.

Who will do the Ongoing Maintenance?
There is always the ﬂip side of the coin. It is true that the system automates a lot of business
processes and saves time, year after year but the system itself does not run automatically. With time
business logic changes and that needs to be incorporated. There are some routine jobs to keep the
system up and up to date. Someone must there to maintain the system.
We will take all the pain on your behalf. We can take care of the hosting and backup parts too. All you
have to a monthly contract with us and include the tech works that you want leave to our reliable
hands. We will simply estimate the monthly works and suggest you to hire accordingly. You do not
need to pay for a full dedicated person when you need a part time hiring for 15 hours a month.
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Why Hire From Us?
There are solid reasons in its favour. Here are some of those
1. We guarantee quality coding. Any new project code developed by our developers will
contain architecture based, modular, convention maintained, non redundant and future proof
(easy to add new features and modify and existing feature) codes and database.
2. We will arrange for a free pre-delivery quality review for any application development
developed by our developers – it removes the chances of common errors generally ignored by
developers
3. We provide personalised service. We eat that much we can chew. Because we always deliver
more than you pay. So clients stay with us for years.
4. 100% assurance for future support. We will provide support for any project done by our
developers. We will not run away. We may quarrel with you on any dispute but we will never be
dishonest with you.
5. You get RP ready modules and library codes just free and have lifetime licence to use, edit
on any number of domains. These have been developed and tested over years. We only
charge for the developer’s hours, not for the developed modules.
6. Free help from 5 to 15 years experts when he is stuck or he requires experts' opinions –
Saves time and ensures high quality. You have options to share your new ideas on web
business or web marketing on your business with highly experienced people in the industry at
no extra cost
7. Minimum possible rates in comparison to the quality of service we provide. It is very hard to
ﬁnd another developer company who will deliver you this quality at this price with a future
support assurance.
8. You have no risk if a developer leaves the job. We give a replacement developer and also
waive the 30% of the ﬁrst month cost to let him warm up with your projects.
9. You can cancel the deal anytime in ﬁrst 15 days. No hassle, we will refund the unused money
deducting just money transfer fees.
10. We will make 30% oﬀ in the ﬁrst month on any dedicated/part dedicated deal if you just
complete two month with the new developer.
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